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AW is the winner of the German Brand Award 2022 

in the category Excellent Brands "Media & Entertainment".

AW extends digital - even more depth and information 

through QR code in print topics: scan and enjoy more 

comprehensive experience. Direct, digital added value on 

AWmagazin.de. AW works.

AW BEHIND THE SCENES - the start of our new 

series of events with AW 03/22: two inspiring days

on location that bring a brand, a place or an idea to life.

A look behind the scenes of designers, architects and 

brand makers: AW activates.

New digital forms of offer - from extension of the 

AW Speciale to selected targeting and distribution via the

via e.g. the architecture vision - get in touch with us!

AWA 2022 - AW gains more readers and confirms its 

confirms its position in the competitive environment.
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The German Brand Awards 2022 were presented in Berlin in June, 

AW Architektur & Wohnen received an award in the category Excellent 

Brands "Media & Entertainment".

We are very happy about this award, because it is a great confirmation of 

our work and recognition of AW's role as a driving force and visionary in the 

field of architecture and design and once again proves the brand strength 

of AW Architektur & Wohnen!

https://www.german-brand-award.com/preistraeger/galerie/detail/41473-aw-

architekturwohnen.html

AW Architektur & Wohnen is honoured
… with a German Brand Award 2022

https://www.german-brand-award.com/preistraeger/galerie/detail/41473-aw-architekturwohnen.html
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I discovered my penchant for the beautiful things in life very early on. As a 

trained photographer, art and design have always been my inspiring companions -

just like all the creative people with their innovative ideas and design visions who 

inspire and fascinate me.It is the pure curiosity for the new and never-before-seen 

that drives me. 

As editor-in-chief of AW Architektur & Wohnen, I am overjoyed to translate this 

passion into magazine stories and bring them to life for our readers. Our aim is to 

bring together the conversations, background research, living reports and industry 

news from around the world in each issue to create a distinctive mix and an enriching 

reader experience. 

We deal with megatrends and take up the relevant questions that affect our 

future living together. We provide answers and contemporary solutions. 

AW Architektur & Wohnen is a source of inspiration and impetus in one - and 

at the same time offers plenty of room for visions. 

Karen Hartwig – AW Editor-in-Chief

Success. Continuity. Development.



Print
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The AW Architektur & Wohnen brand cosmos

Digital

Licence

Content/

Kooperation

Awards

Event

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87D_GipT2us


AW Architektur & Wohnen
65 years as a driving force
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With over sixty years of heritage AW Architektur & Wohnen

is an innovative classic and continues to inspire with its well-

founded background knowledge of international housing and 

architectural projects as well as on new developments in living 

culture and design. 

AW Architektur & Wohnen is not only a reflection of the 

aesthetic trends of our time, but also has a style-forming effect 

itself and thus underlines its function as a lead magazine.

AW Architektur & Wohnen is a reliable curator and guide 

for the industry and a communication platform between 

manufacturers, trade, designers and the reader. Readers should 

experience tomorrow as if it were today. as if it were today.



The "AW Designer of the Year" award, which has been presented for 25 years, has 

become the most coveted and important design prize in the entire magazine scene 

in Europe. AW Architektur & Wohnen presents this editorial award to an outstanding, 

internationally renowned designer personality. The jury prize, known as the "Oscar", 

was honoured in 2021 with an anniversary AW Special and, brand new, with an 

augmented reality exhibition. 

AW Awards - the most popular jury prizes in the magazine scene

Excellent, established, top-class.

In May 2012 AW nominated the “AW-Architect of the Year” for the 

first time. Since then a prominent, international architect, (or architect’s 

office), who attracts attention with outstanding buildings, is presented 

with the award. Since 2019 the “AW-Architect of the year” is 

presented at the AEDES Architecture Forum Berlin. 

AW regularly portrays in great detail personalities who set styles in the architecture and design industry. It also discovers 

young, up and coming artists. The editorial team awards the AW-Award each year to honour high-calibre achievements and 

individuals. In this field AW enjoys an international reputation as an authority in the German-speaking world.
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36.798

37.814

67.104

69.784

87.701

35.395

Source: IVW Q I/2022

* Austrian edition of H.O.M.E. not included (figure includes IVW-reported foreign 

foreign sales of H.O.M.E. Germany as for the other titles)

WohnDesign! - no IVW report is available for the first quarter of 2022.

Total Sale Q I/2022

H.O.M.E. Germany*

IVW Q I/2022: AW strong and reliable in overall sales

AW convinces continuously and transparently.

AD

Atrium

AW Architektur & Wohnen

Elle Decoration

HÄUSER
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6.159

32.065

36.308

61.343

30.990

Single sale + subscription (direct sale) Q I/2022

HÄUSER

AD

IVW Q I/2022: AW strong + reliable single sale + subscription

Convincing performance in the premium home magazine segment

Elle Decoration

Atrium

thereof subscription:

21.780

26.951

16.349

21.802

14.562

2.113

H.O.M.E. Germany*

36.337AW Architektur & Wohnen

Source: IVW Q I/2022. Aggregated view subscription + EV.

* Austrian edition of H.O.M.E. not included (data includes IVW-reported foreign 

foreign sales of H.O.M.E. Germany as for the other titles).

WohnDesign! - no IVW report is available for the first quarter of 2022.



0,22

0,24

0,28

0,32

0,74
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AWA 2022 – AW confirms its position
AW again in one of the top positions in the competitive environment

Reach in million

Source: Basic reach AWA 2021



Topic of this issue: ITALY

Pure design, craftsmanship and inspiration!

Living

Diverse and special living reports on the cover topic - from Italy.

Design

Salone del Mobile 2022: trends, innovations, surprises. What's coming?

New building

This house tells stories: The project In den Söllen by Thomas Kröger Architekten TKA is 

located in the middle of the alluvial meadows of the Uckermark in Brandenburg. In den 

Söllen is the first holiday home Thomas Kröger has built for himself. Full of clarity and 

beauty, architecture and natural landscape are combined here.

Architecture

The Kastelaz wine estate near Tramin or the Oberholz mountain hut in the Obereggen ski 

area: The South Tyrolean-born architect Peter Pichler has a flair for panoramas and 

perspectives. His buildings leave many a viewer breathless. A portrait.

Architecture

The Kant-Garagen-Palast in Berlin, built in 1929/30, is Europe's only high-rise garage with 

a double turning ramp. The listed building was saved from demolition and carefully 

renovated and converted. In September, stilwerk will open its new capital city branch here. 

Again on Kantstraße, but: Same, same, but different!
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INSPIRATION ITALY
PD 06.09.2022, BD 21.07.2022, CD 08.08.2022

AW-Topics # 05/2022
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INSPIRATION ITALY
PD 06.09.2022, BD 21.07.2022, CD 08.08.2022

AW-Topics # 05/2022

Craft and design

Luminaires: We show the most beautiful new products from manufacturers, designers 

and from young labels.

Foyer

New products, crafts, books, watches, exhibitions

Dossier

shift, change & new beginnings: How will we build in the future? What possibilities are 

architecture studios testing and how can architecture reinvent itself to be fit for the 

future? How do climate change and beauty go together? About the opportunities of 

climate-friendly building, building in the existing fabric, cycles in building processes and 

why young architects are calling for no more new building. 

Garden

Basque Country: Two Spanish landscape architects were inspired by the shape of the 

egg to design their garden. The centrepiece is a 25-metre-long elliptical pond in the 

Japanese tradition of the mirror garden.

+ AW Special Kitchen Trends 2022   

Innovations, Technology, Design, Products



AW Special is published in a user-friendly way as an independent

insert, which is communicated in an appropriately eye-catching way 

on the cover. the cover, is enclosed in the total print run without a reading 

Circle (approx. 80,000 copies), format 191 x 280 mm. 

New kitchens and built-in appliances. Innovations from manufacturers.

• Extractor hood: good air in the kitchen, exhaust and recirculation systems, 

what is the advantage of recessed fans, where does the exhaust hood score?

• New materials, exciting surfaces

• All about refrigeration
• Refrigerators with new systems (eco, freshness technology, water dispenser + ice cooler)

• Freezer units

• Wine cabinets

The dining area: Modern kitchens are often seamlessly connected to the living 

area or function as a modern eat-in kitchen. In any case, the transition to the 

dining area is smooth. We show the equipment options, styles and functions 

(extendable, height-adjustable, swivel chairs, etc.).

AW Special is always monothematic and, with its depth of information 

and service-oriented content, offers significant added value for readers and 

advertisers. The contents of AW Special are extended online and can be 

accessed for at least 12 months.

+ The 100+ best kitchen studios in Germany

+ Online location database on awmagazin.de

AW Special Kitchen Trends # 05/2022
Innovations, megatrends & the 100+ best kitchen studios in Germany

*) AWA 201923.06.2022

Rates Print + Online

Double Page          €  16,500.-

Full Page                €    8,250.-

Full Page IFC/OBC€  10,250.-

Online Advertorial  €   3,900.-*

Dates AW Special 05/2022 

Publication date: 06.09.2022

Booking date:   11.07.2022

Copy deadline:  27.07.2022

Prices eligible for discount and AE, *online plus production costs € 1.400,-.
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Online AW-Special
Advertorial-Integration incl. Facebook & Instagram Posts

Paketpreis

Extend your brand message in the online AW-Special on 

AWmagazin.de. Present your individual advertorial in a thematic  

and affine environment. 

Your advantages

• Embedding in the editorial environment and the look & feel of the 

website

• The content is not directly recognised as advertising by the reader 

and opens up additional advertising impact

• High brand and image transfer

Traffic driver Integration of a teaser in the AW special and further 

social media posts guarantee attention. 

Duration: 6 months

Components: Advertorial (delivered by customers) 

Teaser in AW special                                                

1 post each on Facebook and Instagram                                                      

Media costs (gross): 3,900.- EURO

Production costs: 1,400.- EURO

Tea 

ser

Media cost discount and AE capable,

Production costs not discount and not AE capable



AW Architektur & Wohnen Readers

AW Architektur & Wohnen digital neu erleben

Relaunch awmagazin.de –AWmagazin.de experience
Native integration including top premium placements



Premium entry AW Lexicon included -

curated service offers for the AW community:

• AW-Architects' encyclopaedia

• AW-Brand encyclopaedia

• AW excellent dealer addresses with location finder
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Native integration including top premium placements instead of 

programmatic advertising. In addition to the right environment 

placement, you can also benefit from the high journalistic 

competence of the editorial teams and an image transfer. 
With guaranteed visibility of the traffic drivers included in each package, we also 

ensure that your campaign is seen and that the campaign goals can be achieved. 

Due to the increased use of ad blockers, classic/programmatic display campaigns 

are often limited in their effect. According to the BVDW (German Association of the 

Digital Economy), the share of online display advertising blocked on the desktop is 

almost 25%.

High-quality state-of-the-art design with a mobile-first approach 

- in line with the design standards of AW Architektur & Wohnen.

The Jahreszeiten Verlag has opted for a highly advertising-reduced online strategy 

- with our native advertising offers we provide you with an exclusive and 

guaranteed visible presence in a premium environment - without competing display 

campaigns. Compared to display advertising, users find Native Advertising less 

disruptive, more entertaining, more interesting and more informative. This is why 

native advertising is usually clicked on more often than display advertising 

(depending on the content of the campaign).

What AWmagazin.de offers
What distinguishes our offer

23/06/22

Tea

ser
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Advertorial Package + Premium Entry AW Lexicon
3 months running time incl. facebook & instagram posts

Paketpreis

Place your brand message on AWmagazin.de and present your

individual digital advertorial in the AW-Online Community. 

Additional traffic drivers (promo teaser, ad bundle) guarantee

visibility.

Benefit from your included premium entry in the AW-brand/ 

architecture or designer encyclopaedia (duration: 24 months).

Advertorial: Text, images, video: Materials are supplied by you

and integrated by us to fit perfectly, incl. link to your website

Traffic driver: Promotion teaser, co-branded ad bundle or

leaderboard, social media posts (3 each on FB/Instagram) with link 

to the advertorial.

Duration: 3 months

Advertorial: 5.000 guaranteed contacts

(page impressions)

Media costs (gross): 9,000.- EURO

Production costs: 2,400.- EURO

Development of further creative implementation ideas

e.g. "Expert survey" plus 1,750.- EURO

Media costs are discount- and AE-eligible, production costs are not further discount- or AE-eligible.

Production costs valid for delivered texts and free images, incl. 2 correction loops. All prices plus VAT. 

Tea

ser

23/06/22



Premium Entry AW Lexicon + Social Media
12 months running time incl. facebook & instagram posts

Paketpreis

Place your brand message on AWmagazin.de and present your

individual offer the AW-Online Community. 

Benefit from your included premium entry in the

AW-brand encyclopaedia. 

Traffic driver: social media posts (3 each on FB/Instagram) with

link to the Lexicon.

Duration: 12 months

Media costs (gross): 4,500.- EURO

Production costs: 1,750.- EURO

Media costs are discount- and AE-eligible, production costs are not further discount- or AE-eligible.

Production costs valid for delivered texts and free images, incl. 2 correction loops. All prices plus VAT. 

Tea

ser

23/06/22 18
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Your local contact persons
We look forward to talking to you...

Schweiz & Liechtenstein

Contact: Eva Favre

Goldbach Publishing AG

Case postale 20

Route de Mollie-Margot 1

CH-1073 Savigny

T +41/21/349 4891

E eva.favre@goldbach.com

Grossbritannien & Irland

Contact: Stefanie Stroh-Begg

Mercury Publicity Ltd.

99 Grays Inn Rd. 

London WC1X 8TY

T +44/ 7798-665-395

E stefanie@mercury-publicity.com

Skandinavien

Contact: Finn Greve Isdahl

International Media Sales

P.O. Box 44 Fantoft

5899 Bergen

T + 47 9222 0650

E fgisdahl@mediasales.no

Italien

Contact: Meike Belloni 

Media & Service International Srl

Via Giotto, 32

20145 Mailand

T +39/02/ 48 00 61 93

E info@it-mediaservice.com

Advertising Director

International Business  

Contact: Dagmar Hansen

JAHRESZEITEN VERLAG GmbH

Harvestehuder Weg 42

20149 Hamburg

phone:+49/40/2717 2030

e-mail:dagmar.hansen@jalag.de

Österreich

Contact: Michael Thiemann

Jahreszeiten Verlag GmbH

Alt Seckbach 5

60389 Frankfurt

T +49/40/22 85 92 99-6

E michael.thiemann@jalag.de

Frankreich & Monaco

Contact: Pierre-André Obé

MEDIA EMBASSY INTERNATIONAL

7 rue Michel Chasles

F-75012 PARIS

T +33/6 03 92 09 15

E pierre-Andre.OBE@media-embassy.fr

Click here for all international contacts and contact details.

Spanien & Portugal

Contact: David Castelló

The International Media House

Calle Santa Engracia, 18, Esc.4, lzq.

28010 Madrid

T +34/91/702 34 84
E david@theinternationalmediahouse.com

Belgien, Niederlande & Luxemburg

Contact: Anita Rodwell

Mediawire International

Dwarslaan 51

1261 BB Blaricum 

T +31/651/48 01 08

E info@mediawire.nl

https://jalag.de/marke/aw-architektur-wohnen/#international-contacts
https://jalag.de/kontakt/


AW Architektur & Wohnen is the only multi-

thematic and internationally recognised lead 

magazine on architecture, design, home living 

and garden planning that takes an emotional 

approach. The magazine stands for an 

exquisite selection of topics in top journalistic 

quality, for international trends and qualified 

analysis. That's why AW Architektur & Wohnen

is appreciated equally by both its readers and 

industry professionals. 

AW is the premium title for design, home 

living, architecture and garden in Germany.

AW Architektur & Wohnen presents its 

own editorial awards and has itself been 

commended several times in recent years. 

The AW-Designer of the Year is the most 

sought after and prestigious design award in 

the entire European home interior scene. 

This acknowledgement confirms the status 

of AW as lead magazine.

01.04.2022

Click here

to see a 

complete

issue

AW – 65 years of inspiration!

Source: AWA 2022; IVW III/2021; 2022 rates

Frequency

bi-monthly

Copy price

€ 11,90

Ad rate 2022

€ 21,900.00

Format

210 mm width

280 mm height

Paid circulation

69,519 copies

Reach

0.32 m

www.awmagazin.de

Digital Editions

Click here for schedule and 

further details.

https://jalag.de/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/AW-0322_Titel_DS.pdf
http://www.awmagazin.de/
https://jalag.de/en/aw-architektur-wohnen/
https://jalag.de/wp-content/uploads/PL_Architektur_Wohnen_DE_2021-1.pdf
https://sharemagazines.de/
https://de.readly.com/
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Readly is the Spotify for the publishing industry. With AW Architektur & Wohnen, we have 

been represented on the digital portal since 2019. Here, new additional target groups 

discover our brand and thus also your communication. Every AW issue is available digitally, 

including all advertisements. 

• 23,164 Readly readers have set AW as a favourite, i.e. they are informed when the new 

issue is published. This is comparable to a subscription.

• 56% of AW readers on Readly are men, 44% women.

• 10% of the readers also read older issues of AW Architektur & Wohnen.

• The average reading time is 27 minutes.

• 76% use Readly via tablet, 20% mobile, 4% desktop.

This is another asset for the AW cooperation partners and AW advertisers, 

as well as additional evidence of the traction and and attractiveness of 

AW Architektur & Wohnen.

Source: Readly Analytics

Base: AW 1-6/2021

AW and Readly - a very good combination



Backup
AW Architektur & Wohnen Readers – News AWA 2022
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AW Architektur & Wohnen gains more readers in the AWA 2022 -

with 320,000 readers, AW continues to occupy a top position in the 

segment of upscale design and living magazines. AW Architektur & 

Wohnen is thus in a top position and confirms itself as the lead magazine. 

Further proof of brand power, popularity and desirability in the target 

group: AW Architektur & Wohnen appeals to everyone who wants to live a 

cultivated life. People who actively shape their living environment and are 

just as enthusiastic about an aesthetic product as they are about a 

liveable environment and future. 

The readers of AW Architektur & Wohnen have a high net household 

income and financial leeway. They are full of plans to buy and have a 

wide range of interests. They belong to the upper social class and are 

cosmopolitan and luxury-oriented consumers. 

In the AWA, AW Architektur & Wohnen readers are mainly assigned to 

the Modern Home & Interior buyer typology - the experts for high-

quality living and furnishing. 

23/06/22 23

AWA 2022 - AW confirms its position
AW has strong reach in the segment 

Quelle: AWA 2022



The premium magazine AW Architektur & Wohnen is aimed at both sexes. Most of AW’s 320,000 readers belong to the 

advertising-relevant age group of 30- to 64-year-olds (77%).

unisex. accessible. print affinity.  

Source: AWA 2022, Index: Total population = 100

Gender

Men

Women

Age

20-29 

30-39 

40-49 

50-59 

60-69 

%   Index

23/06/22 24

144

153

88

102

48

91

109

22

28

12

15

6

46

54



AW readers have a very high net household income with it a generous financial leeway of  € 1.000 or more per month to 

spend (31%, Index 188). Besides 28% of them enjoy the highest socio-economic status (level 1) and regard their economic 

position as very good (Index 285).

affluent. independent. financially strong.

Source: AWA 2022, Index: Total population = 100

Socio-economic status

High (level 1+2) 

Profession

Proprietor, manager, professions

Net household income

€ 4.000 per month and more

€ 5.000 per month and more

€ 6.000 per month and more

Disposable income

€ 1.000 and more

%   Index

23/06/22 25

210

279

202

164

418

235

39

25

36

52

9

53



AW readers love living in the lap of luxury and can afford to do so. They belong to the upper social strata and they live highly

cosmopolitan and discerning lives. Their lifestyle is reflected in the premium magazine AW Architektur & Wohnen.

innovative. design-driven. exemplary.

Source: AWA 2022, Index: Total population = 100

Social stratum

Upper class

Upper middle class

Innovation orientation 

Innovators

Trendsetters

Modern design

Interested, often give advice and               

am seen as something of an expert

%   Index

23/06/22 26

252

129

350

29

27

36

53

18

628

817



For AW readers quality is very important, and they are prepared to pay a lot for it. With their high purchasing power and 

financial resources they can afford to enjoy life to the full. A preference for exclusiveness and a keen interest in everything 

that is new plays a leading role in their lives as consumers and connoisseurs.

brand-orientated. prosperous. quality-minded.

Source: AWA 2022, Index: Total population = 100

Personal outlook 

Applies to me:

I am fascinated by luxury brands                    

I like to buy products with                               

modern design

Special target group:                                        

Modern Home & Interior

Purchaser typology

Luxury-orientated consumers

Predominantly quality-oriented 

consumers

Ultra Consumers

%   Index

23/06/22 27

225

238

377

272

271

248

39

53

42

44

43

34



AW readers own high-quality and exclusive products. They delight their pleasure in buying valuable products and own, for 

example, quality home textiles, modern design furniture, valuable jewellery, etc.

lovers of architecture. consumerist. interested.

Source: AWA 2022, Index: Total population = 100

Household already has:

Modern furniture designed by highly 

regarded designers

Quality home textiles

Valuable cutlery and tableware

Valuable jewellery

Valuable watches

Particularly interested in 

Modern design

Modern architecture

%   Index

23/06/22 28

571

275

237

155

185

458

48

42

32

26

36

32

39

921



AW is aimed at professionals as well as at architecture enthusiasts. Within the last 50 years AW became internationally

recognised as a reliable source of reportings on architecture and as the most important opinion leader regarding style and

architecture in Germany. 

established. elegant. engaged.

Source: AWA 2022, Index: Total population = 100

I am interested in building, 

modernizing and renovating, often give 

advice and am considered an expert

I am interested in home furnishing and 

interior design, often give advice and 

am considered to be an expert

I am professionally involved in the 

construction industry

I am professionally involved in 

engineering sciences

%   Index

23/06/22 29

266

284

274

11

25

40

41

621


